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1.' INTRODUCTION.

The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program is an
integrated U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staf f ef fort to collect
available observations and data or a periodic buis and to evaluate licensee

'
performance on the basis of this informatier. The program is suoptemental to
normal regulatory processts used to ensu e compliance with NRC rules and '

regulations. It is intended to be suf ficiently diagnostic to provide a raticnal
basis for allocating NRC resources and to provide meaningful feedback to the. '

licenset's rnanagement regarding the NRC's assessment of the facility's
'

perferrnance in each functional area.

An NRC SALP Board, composed of the staff members listed below, met on
) June 10, 1992, to review the observations and data on performance, and to

assess licensee performance in accordance with the guidance in NRC Minual
Chapter 0516, " Systematic Assessenent of Licensee Performance."

This report is the NRC's assessment of the licensee's safety performance
at Clinton Power Station for the period February 1,1991, through
April 30, 1992.

The SALP Soard for Clinton was composed of the following individuals:

Board Chattyaj
_

H J. Miller, Director, Division of Reactor safety (DRS)

Board Me%bers

| W. L. Forney, Deputy Cirector, Division of Reactor Projects (DRP)
W. L. Axelson, Deputy Director, Division of Radiation Saftty and Safeguards (DP,(S)
J. N. Hinnon, Project Director 111-3, Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -

,

(NRR)

L._R. Greger, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 3, DRP
P. G. Brochman, Senior Resident Inspector, ORP
C. E. Carpenter, Licer. sing Project Manager, NRR

Other Attendees at lhe SALP Board Meeting

C. J. Paperiello, Deputy Regional Administrator
T. P. Gwynn, Deputy Directce, ORp, RIY
G. C, WriSht, Chief, Operations Branch, DRS
C. D. Federson, Chief, Reacto' Program', Branch, DRSS
R, D. Lanksbury, Chief,- Reactor Project Section 3B, DRP
W. L. Snell, Chief, Radiological Controls Section, DRSS
J. L. Belanger , Senior Security Inspector, DRES
F. L.' Brush, Resident Inspector, DRP
C. E. Brown, Reactor Engineer - SALP Coordinator, DRP
0. W. Nelson, Radiation Specialists, DRSS
V. L. Ordaz, In;ern, NRR
C. E. Skinner, Intern, URP
A. Yung, Co-Op, ORP
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11. SUMMARY OF REstJLTS
,

9verall, the licensee's performance was found to be good and has int roved
from the previous assessment period. Performance in the area of Operations

; improved to a Category I rating. Improving trends were specifically noted in
the areas of Maintenance /Surveillanc+ and Security. Although improvements in
the other functional areas were nuted, they were not sufficient to merit an-

increase in the numerica1 ratings. In addition, the declining trend previously
identified in the functional area of Energency Preparedness was corrected and
this functional areas was rated as Category 1. The remaining functional arcas
received Cattgory 2 ratings.

Improved perfor.ance in the operations area was evidenced by a strong commitment
to safety end conservative operating philosophy, excellent performance during,
the outaga, including management sensitivity to ensuring a high levol of
emergency power and decay heat removal system availability, and the continued
excellent response to operational. events. In the emergency preparedress a;ea,
management actions to corrcct previously identified weaknesses were effective.
Overall, staffing levels were considered a strength. While overall performance
was good, there were certain areas where management attention ivould appear to
be warranted. Applicable to several functional areas were weaknesses
concerning root cause analysis, a narrow focus on problem resolution, and
trending. Applicable primarily to the functional area of
Engineering /Techn. cal Support and Maintenance / Surveillance was a weakness
concerning the lack of a questioring attitude and the resultant untimely ,

resolution of problems. Ir addition, communication problems within and
betweer de,urtments appeared to exist in sental of the functional areas but
were most prevalent in the Radiological Controls functional area.

The performance ratings during tne previous assessment period and this
assessment period according to functional areas are given below:

*Rating Last Rating This
Functional Area p__ eriod . Period Trend

.

| Plent Operations 2 1 '

! Radiological Controls 2 2
Maintenance / Surveillance 2 2 Improving
Emergency Preparedness 1 Declining 1

.

Security 2 2 Improving
Engineering / Technical 2 2

Support ,

Safety Assessment / Quality 2 2
Ve:'ification

2
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111. PEVORMANCE ANALYSIS
,

A. Phnt Operationsj

j 1. Anal,vsis

Evaluation of this functional area was based on 12 routine inspections, I team
; inspection, and 2 operator licensing examinations.

! Enforcement history in this area significantly improved and was very good.
4 One Severity Level IV violation, that principally occurred in the previous ;

| assessment period, was issued early in the assessment period for failing to 1

; implement Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) validation and verification
program requirements for.both the E0P flowcharts and Supporting procedures.

>

| Operator response to events was generally excellent as demonstrated by their
resoonse to two plant transients caused by maintenance errors, the failure of a j*

i reactor feed pump to respond, the trip of a reactor recirculation pump. and the
'

initiation of two manual reactor trips at power. The npurators' actions '

following each event were conservative and prevented sig31ficant. plant,

' transients. However, in one instance they failed to recognize that core
; thermal limiti were being exceeded. This was due to poor shift turnover and |
1 focusing on oni< a portion of the available information. This event was not |

safety significant. ;.

There were four reactor trips above 15 perceit power, two automatic and two'

( manual, as compared to one automatic and one manual in the previous assessment
; period. The two automatic trips were due t, equipment failures. The first '

i manual trip was in response to decreasing main condenser vacuum. The second^

was due to an equipment failure and resultant entry into the reactor core
*

power-to-flu instability region. The manual scrams were appropriate.

Management effectiveness in ensuring quality was good. -There was good
' "management over:tght of day-to-day plant operations and.a strong commitment to
! safe plant operation. Evidence of this was the support given to the operator's

decisions to manually scram the reactor on two occasions, indicating a,

conservative operating philosophy. Control room decorum was excellent, withi

all operators maintaining a professional demeanor at all times. Communications
within and between.the operation crews were excellent. However, management's

! lack of adequate involvement contributed to the problems with the E0P support
'

procedures. Additionally, poor investigation of the reason for the auto-start '

of the standby service air compressor, and the' subsequent decision tc secure-

it, resulted in a loss of control of reactor vessel water level and necessitated
a manual scram to stop the decrease in reactor water level.

j_ perform.ance during outages was en *ilnt as exemplified by the prompt resolution-
! of emergent issues, close superv b 4 n f contractors, attention to detail,
I detailed planning and scheduling, and communication of problems to the.

appropriate level. Management efforts to ensure the availability of emergency
power and decay heat removal systems were very conservative.

.
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The fire protection program was good, implementation of the plant cleanliness.

and control of combustibles procedures was satisfcctory. The long term
painting and preservation effort continued to improve the material condition
of the facility.

The approach' to the identification and resolution of technical issues from a
safety standpoint was mixed. The operators' detection of, and corrective
actions for, a problem with the containment and reactor vessel isolation-
system was good. However, their response to an indication of increasing level
in the standby licuid cetrol storage tank was weak.

Staffing levels were ample. In most cases overtime guidelines were maintained
within administrative limits. Deviations from the limits received prior
approval from management. Staffing levels for the fire protection program
were acceptable.

The training program was effective. The requalification program continued to
improve while the initial licensing program showed a slight decline.-
Requalification examinations were administered to 3 crews (14 individuals).
All 4 reactor operators (R0s) and 8 of 10 senior reactor operators (SR0s)
passed the examinations. The two SR0s that failed, successfully passed a
retake examination. Initial license examinations were successfully completed
by all seven SR0 candidates and five of the seven R0 candidates.

2. Performance Rating >

Performance is rated Category 1 in this area. Performance was rated
Category 2 during the previous assessment period.

B. Radioloq_ical Controls

1. Analysis

'
Evaluation of this functional area was based on the results of 10 routine
inspections and 1 special assessment.

Enfcceement history in this area improved and was good. Two Severity Level IV
violations were issued for excessive overtime and for not completing required
primary coolant analysis.

Management effectiveness in ensuring quality was mixed. On the positive side,
management support for implementing changes in the as-low-as-reasonably-achievable
(ALARA) program was good. An ALAU gineer was assigned to the planning
department, design engineers were u .ned in A.. ARA principles, and an ALARA
suggestion and incentive program was developed and implemented.. High source
term continues to be a problem, although it may be decreasing. While source
term reduction efforts were being implemented, personnel contaminations and
exposures were being controlled through good work practices and an excellent

4
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shielding program. Management improved their support of the source term,

reduction program with the assignment of a project manager to coordinate the
efforts. Significant improvements were made in the third refueling outage *

planning with the adoption of an excellent area based plan for the drywell and
steam tunnel areas.

On the other hand, management was ineffective in addressing the problem of
poor communications between and within departments. This contributed to poor
work coordination during the second refueling outage, poor management response
to a missed chemistry surveillance, and one transportation event. In addition,
a significant number of corrective actions for addressing deficiencies were not
timely due to the lengthy process for reviewing and approving new or revised
procedures. During 1991, 69 percent of the plant's corrective actions for
radiological condition reports were not timely. Poor radiological housekeeping
in less frequented areas of the plant received insuffic Mnt management
attention early in the assessment period but improvements were noted later in
the assessment period. Poor housekeeping was noted as a problem area during
the previous assessment period.

The approach to the-identification and resolution of technical issues from a-- '

safety standpoint was good. Examples of-good performance included primary
recalibration of the area and process monitors, transition to an in-house
dosimetry system to improve the timeliness of reading dosimetry, and obtaining
certification by the National Voluntary-l.aboratory Accreditation Panel. Evcallent
performance was noted in the response of the radiation protection (kP) personnel
to the overflow of the reactor core isolation cooling system storage tank and
the use and installation of temporary shielding. Overall performance in total
radiation dose and personnel contaminations was good. Tota'. radiation dose
decreased from 553 person-rem in 1990 to 217 person-rem in 1991, and for 1992
was at 318 person-rem 2 months into a scheduled 3-month refueling outage.
The latter was slightly below the projected goal. There were 69 personnel
contamination events (PCEs) in 1991 and 48 in the first 4 months of 1992. 1

There were no significant unplanned exposure events during the assessment
period. Fuel performance continued to be excellent with radioactive ef fluent *

releases well within technical specification requirements. Only one minor
problem was noted in an otherwise excellent transportation program. The
licensee achieved 23 agreements in 23 comparisons in the nonradiological
chemistry program and 83 agreements in 84 comparisons in the radiological
confirmatory measurements program. Performance in these programs was
excellent.

Staf fing levels were generally adequate; however, at times during outages, RP
staffing levels became strained due to a lack of adequate scheduling coordination,
in addition, inadequate staffing levels, which led to excessive amounts of
overtime, were ' experienced during a forced outage due to a decision by RP
management to eliminate contract support personnel-before permanent replacements
were available. By the end of the assessment period management had taken
actions to address these problems. Although chemistry department staffing was
improving, only 9 of 12 positions were filled with shift qualified technicians.
Staffing levels in radwaste operations were minimal at the beginning of the
period. Ef forts to address this issue were successful.

5
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The training and qualifications of RP technicians were excellent. Improvements
were seen in the advanced radiation worker training for RP and chemistry
technicians as well as mockup training for radiological work. The minimal i

rafwaste staffing levels resulted in a fignificant reduction in continuing'

training for rada ste operators. With the increases in staffing, continuing
'training was resumed by the end of the assessrrent period. General employee

training and contract radiation protection technician training were good.

2. Performance Rating

Performance is rated Category 2 in this area. Performance was rated
Category 2 during the previous assessment period '

C. Maintenance / Surveillance

1. Analysis

Evaluation of this functional area was based upon the results of 15 routine
inspections.

Enforcement history in this area improved and was excellent. No violations -

were issued.

The number of reportable events attributable to maintenance or surveillance
activities declined significantly. The number of reportable events due to
personnel error declined substantially; however, two nonreportable events due
to personnel error caused the plant to undergo transients that would have been
significant without operator intervention.

Management effectiveness in ensuring quality was excellent. Management
involvement in, and rupervisory oversight of, day-to-day aethities were
excellent. Ef forts to lower the level at which decisions are made were
successful and improved the quality of work. Significant progress was made in

,~
reducing the backlog of cerrective maintenance tasks as well as the backlog of
preventive maintenance (PM) tasks. Past due and late PMs were aggressively
tracked and pursued and the number of safety-related PMs that were late was

; low. A weakness was noted in the identification of necessary PM ta d s as well
l as in determining an appropriate periodicity. An example of this was the

performance of a PM on the drywell fission product monitor at a periodic 1*.y in j
excess of design requirements. -This resulted in technical specification |
required equipment being inoperable. |

Changes in the maintenance planning and scheduling process have been i

effective at minimizing safety-related equipment unavailability. These iefforts reduced the unavailability of the emergency diesei generaturs and |emergency core cooling systems. Very few probles occurred in the third
refueling outage and management was aggressive in resolving those that did
appear. Control of contractori continued to improve and was good.<

!

6
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The rat io of preventive to total maintenance con'.inued to improve and was,

e me- nt. The post-maintenance testing failures and rework rates remained low.
The . liability-centered maintenance and predictive maintenance programs were,.

# ~)c . The thermography prograr, was excellent' and detected an imperding
ilure in the switchyard before a plant transient occurred.#

E'
The quality of the surveillance program remained excellent. No reutine

y .j surveillances have been missed in over 2 years. Management involvement in the
; it 'vice inspection and testing programs was good

'
the approach to the idetitification and resolutici .f technical issues+

fety stardpoint was good, bsolution of chronic ..igh leakage rates
j , feedwater check valves was excellent. Actiors taken to improve the
f it ' ace cuality for inservice inspection (ISI) activities were good, inJ7 es, s. hen problems were identified, reaintenance personne! Sd a good-

' ~ repairing the equ!cment. On occasion, the degraded condit'.u.> was net
S ed as a problem and the equipment failed. . Examples include the slow*

c- t 10 of tha scram discharce volume vent and drain valves ana the
n o nmr., ng filter paper in the fission product monitor.

$ Staf fing levels were ample and individuals were knowledgeable. The staff
was skilled and dedicated. Permanent staff levels were (ncretied as part
of the initiative to reduce the backlog of corrective maintenance items.

The effect:yeness of training and qualification of maintenance personnel was
i

good and continued to improve. The use of mockups and training aids was
excellent Some were instrumental at improving the reliability of plant

m., equipment. An example of this was tha reactor recirculation pump seals. 'he
qualificacion - $ tr1"ing of individuals performing surveillance testing
remained good. 'e slification of triividuals performing 151 activities was
ade s .e. Trai,. c.9 and qualificatica fa workers overhauling the fire pump,

diew '.s was good.

2. Performance Ratinn *

N rformance is rated Categocy 2 with an improving trend in this area. Performance
va s rated Category 2 during the previous assessment period.

D. Emeroency Preparedness

1. Analysis

Evaluation of this functional area was based on the .results of seven routineinspections.

Enforcement history in this arer improved and was excellent. No violations
were issued.

T here were no operational events during the assessment period. Exercise
perfc mance was good; however, one weakness was identified during a
response to a simulated, contaminated injured person. That weakness was

7
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"orrected by demonstrated perf"rmance during anuther medical drill held 2
'

months later. Challenging aspects of the exercise included the use of
'

- eal-time meteorological data, the post-accident sampling system, and a
-

simulated NRC site team consist:ng of personnel from a number ut other
utilities emergency planning organizations. '

-- Management effectiveness in ensuring quality w excellent. This was demonstrated
by the effective support provided for an extensive drill program and an extensive ,

training program, both of which exceeded emergency plan commitments; additional
"""

- refinements to already good emergency response facilities; and the vice president's
evaluation of the 1991 performance demonstrating his continued personal

*

interest in the program.
-r. -

;_ The approach to the identification and resolution of technical issues from a
safety standpoint remained excellent. Tne analysis of the probability of the
main control room's habitability being affected by an offsite ammonia release-

_ _ . and the esciution cf a problem with the meteorological tower's delta
temperatu e indication were exceller.t. Support of the installation of the

) emergency aesponse data sys+em data link and emergency notification system
FTS-2000 capability was timely. The annual quality assurance audits
were comprehensive and included performance-based audit principles.

Staffiag levels were ample with the authorities and responsibilities of
personnel well identified. The emergency response organization was amply

Z- staf fed to permit around-the-clock coverage. The EP group's experience leves
[_ remained good despite several personnel reassignments.

)- The training program was excellent. Training drills were ef fects ,e ano
2 challenging. The EP group assumed the lead responsibility for the aevelopment

and conduct of the training program. Approximately 40 drills, involving
k_- personnel in orie or more response facilities, were conducted in aodition to
|{{ periodically requ' red drills. To increase the realism of training, several

drills included the use of the control rooin simulator and equipment mockups.a=
s ,

2, Performance Rating '

Performsnce is rated Category 1 -in this area. Performance was rated
Category I with a declining trend in the previous assessment period.

E. Security

1. Analysis

Evaluation of this functional area was based on results o eight routine
inspections.

Enforcement history in this area significantly improved and was excellent.
No violations were if.uad.

.

8
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Security operational events were properly identified, analyzed, and documeMen.'

,

.

The program for reporting security events was good; however, a 1-hour
' reportable event was 44 minutes late because an auxiliary operator was not

f amiliar with security reportir.g requirements. Security-related records were'

complete and readily available,4

Managtment effectiveness in ensuring quality improved and was good, Staffa

! communications were good as a result of thorough daily licensee and contract
management briefings, seccrity f orce shif t briefings, weekly security sys,*m;

upotte meetings, and monthly security crew meetings. Weaknesses identif fed
were management's decision to allow an explosive (black powder) to be brought

i iato the protected area during an emerg;ncy drill exer e and the failure to
conduct an adequate analysis of an.eveat in,41ving loss ' vital area keys, in

i the latter instance, while management's actions to remove the keys from the
; operations staff were conservative .from a security pe*spective, they were

contravy to plant safety.
-

,

| The approrch te the identification and resolution of technical issues from a
| safety standpoint was good. Rept cease analyses of the safeguards event
'

reporting system problems were aggressively performed and appropriate
corrective actions on identified concerns were implemented. -A major result

,

of this root cause analysis program has been the approval of a security
system upgrade project to be implemented over the next 2 years. The upgrado

: project is designed to improve both performance and maintainability of the
| site security system and to corract weaknesses in-the perimeter alarm system,
e security computer, and door hardware, all of which have contributed tc an
j excessive use of compensatory measures.

Security staffing levels were ample. The -ontract security organization
5 maintained sufficient staffing to minimize svertime use. Shift management -

! visits, consistent recognition of security force member performance through'
Employee of the Month, Employee of the Quarter, and recognition in the montnly
newsletter contributed to a lower turnover rate. Major program enhancements

.
| were successf ully implemented involving uniforms, equipment, and weapons.

These were designed to (' ster a ,*ofessional image and provide more tactical
capacili ty. These progratas signi icantlyLenhanced the morale of security force'

members.

The effectiveness of the training and qualification-prograin improved and was
considered excellent as demonstrated by minimal personnel errors,- Instructor
qualifications were enhanced by offsite training courses in tactical response,
defensive chemical munitions, and firearms. In addition to their weekly-;

force-on-force drill program, the licensee : contracted'with an outside firm
specializing in tactical response training to provide three 3-day sessions,

! involving tactical drills. A major expansion of their onsite firearms range
. hat included a classroom facility and an automated target syr, tem'for the,

stress course has been started.
.

2. Performance Rating

Performance is rated Category 2 with an improving trend in this area.
Performar.ce was rated Category 2 during H a previous assessment pericd

.
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F. Engir.eering[TechnicalSupport.

1. Anahs_is

! Evaluation of this functional area was based on the results of 13 routine
inspections and 2 operator licensing examinations,

i
' Enforcement history was good. Two Severity Level IV iriolations were issued.

These violations, identified at the beginning of the assessment period,*

involved the failure to properly perfe m containment leakage rato testing on'

' certain mechardcal joints. However, the failure to properly perform the
containment leakage rate testing was due to original construction engineering.

errors. The failure to perform ur include the individual containment penetration
leakage rates had minor safety impact on the actual containment leakage rate.

Management effectiveness in ensuring quality continued to be mixed. On the
positive side, management was aggressive in responding to the containment
leakage rate violations and identified problems with other mechanical joints.
Management effectiveness was also evident in the initiatives taken to reduce
the backlog of engineering tasks, the program to address the " top 10" material
deficiencies, tne transition'to an in-house design capability, and the revised
design modification process. Other initiatives included weekly meetings

; between the Nuclear Station Engineering Department (NSED)-and plant menagement
j to improve communications and the establishment of an NSED performance

cenitoring program. System engineers continued to improve the reliability*

centered maintenance program, with a predictive maintenance program in place
for 10 systems. In addition, the simulator console was voluntarily upgraded'

to facilitate the instructor's observation of trainees.
:

i On the other hand, weaknesses in management effectiveness were evident in the
failure to aggressively pursue root causes of problems _which led to a lack
of recognition that recurring equipment problems constituted-conditions adverse
to cuality. An example of this was the continued replacement of fuel filters

,

on the fir. ;. ump diesels over an extended period of time without determining '-

the root cause. In addition, ar occasional f ailure to recognize that problems
j with nonsafety-related equipment or functions could af fect safety-related
i functions or equipment occurred. An example of this was the proposal to shed

lighting loads at 60 minutes into a station blackout event-to conserve battery
capacity. This proposal was made without addressing how reduced lighting would,

affect the operators ability to perform required actions. Management also-
failed to ensure that it". expectations for. review of verdor calculations were,

achieved. Management was not proactive in developing orLimplementing a
program to address the requirements of NRC Generic Letter 89-10 (motor operated
valves (MOVs)). As a result of the latter, little had been accomplished _until
concerns were raised by the NRC. Since then, management has assigneo a number

1 of engineers to the MOV project. Another weakness was the control of and the
high number of temporary modifications. Management had recognized this problem
and started to address it late in the assessment period.

5

Early in the assessmeent period, reference material provided to the-NRC for
: initiai operator licensing examir.ations was incomplete, improperly indexed, and
. mislabeled. The pre-examination review was also not fully-successful as
' evidenced by the number of p" t examination comments. This resulted in

.10
:
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|, significant changes to the examination grading and affected the timeliness of
' '

the examination evalcations. Material submitted late in the assessment period
for an examination to be conoucted in the next period showed significant4

4 improvement and was excellent.

! The approach to the identification and resolu+ ion of technical issues from a
i safety standpoint was mixed. Initiatives were taken to highlight and resolve
| the " top 10" material concerns with task teams assigned to resolve the issues.

Modifications were thoroughly evaluated for technical issues under the revised4
' design modification process. Relithility engineers monitored system performance,

_

identified adverse trends, and_ took appropriate corrective action for identified
problems. Good performance was also noted in the support of the emergency j

: diesel generator (EDG) heat exchanger replacement, analysis of the main 1

' condenser performarce, and use of thermography. However, there were some I

instances where clear evidence of a problem existed but a questioning attitude -)was not evident. Examples included a leaking _ outboard standby liquid control
j system check valve, that was indicative of problems with the inboard check

valve, and evidence of shutdown service water safety valvt leakage..

: ;

Difficulty was experienced in integrating information to identify-trends due
.

to the diverse systems (condition report, work reque3t, and preventive
i mai,tenance) used to_ document problems. Examples included _ repeated fission
i product monitor failures and its resultant inoperability, repeated plugged fuel
~

filters from biological fouling of the fuel for the fire pump diesels, and the
! Division III EDG air start check valve. Exacerbating these problems was the
| high threshold for requiring condition reports and the frequent lack of good
' root cause analyses. For examp~,e, no root cause-analysis was performed after

the first failure of the Division III EDG air compressor af tercooler, resultingi

; in a second failure of the af tercooler shortly af ter the repair.
'

i The MOV design assumptions were not always appropriate, such as_the-use of
nominal system pressures versus the maximum potential pressure. Evaluations of

| valve failures did not determine root causes. In some cases f ailures were
! attributed to the first potential cause that was identified. In other cases,

"

; valve failures were not considered for generic applicability.
<

: Staffing levels continued to increase and were considered sufficient;to support
the transition to a in-house design capability initiative.as well as thea

; program to reduce the work backlog. Overtime use'was not. excessive. The staff
initially lacked the necessary specialized experience and knowledge to execute
an effective MOV program. Management has implemented steps to address this

'
-

weakness.
J

Training and qualification activities for licensed individuals were good as:
evidenced by the high passing rate, Improvements were noted.in the weak areas

'

regarding operators' knowleuge identified during=t'ne last. assessment period.
Training of the engineering; staff was effective with regard to the performance
of root cause determinations (whenLconducted) and design nodifications. A-..

L defined training program was implemented for personnel pe forming work:on MOVs.
_
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2; Performanu Rating

Performance is rated Category 2 in this area. Performance was rated Category 2
i durir; the previous assessme.it period.

G. Safety Assessment / Quality Verification

1. Analysis

Evaluation of this functional area was based on the results of 11 routine-

,

inspections and i special team inspection. In addition, requests for'

amendments, exemptions or relief, responses to NRC generic communications,
| and other interactions with the NRC staff were considered.
!

Enforcement history in this functional area was good. Three Severity Level IV'

i violations were issued.

Management effectiveness in er.suring quality improved and was good.,

' Significant progress in resolution of long standing self-assessment weaknesses
in the areas of regulatory and industry interface and engineering has been
made. The performance of the offsite review committee (Nuclear Review and
Audit Group) remained excellent and continued to challenge management to

' improve performance. The performance of the onsite review committee (Facility
i Review Group) remained good and ensured that safety was the focus of its

activities. The effectiveness of the independent safety engineering group was
good and continued to improve with its increased involvement in plant events

| and in its focus on shutdown risk assrssment and mitigation.

Management review, oversight, tracking, and trending of corrective actions
continued to improve. An example of this improvement was the implementation

| of the corrective action improvement program. However,.all three of the
violations in this functional area involved instances where the corrective'

,

action improvement program was ineffective. 'Several instances were noted where
,

repeated equipment failures and problems with quality related components were
not recognized as conditions adverse to quality. Examples of this included
repeated failures of the fission-product monitor, repeated degradation of tht
fire pump diesels due to clogged fuel filters, ano a repeat failure of an
EDG's air start system air compressor _ af tercooler. Also, while responses to
NRC generic letters and bulletins and review of information notices were
typically timely, clear, and included appropriate references.to applicable

! documentation, the implementation of some gener ;c initiatives, such as Generic
| Letter 89-10 (MOVsl and Generic Letter 89-13 (service water system), were not
' timely.

| Management response to events and issues was good. Examples of this
; included the security program improvements and the source term reduction
! program. Management was also effective at. lowering the decision making level.
! This has led to an overall increase in.the sense of individual " ownership" and-

morale. Hu.ever, while management has reacted well to issues once they were
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identified, such as increasing resources to resolve the Generic' Letter 89-10 |'

(MOV) issue, improvements were needed to recognize that a problem existed in
the first place.

,

The approach to the identification and resulution of technical issues frum a
safety standpoint has shown notable improvement in license related submittals.>

-A comparison of submittals from the previc,Js assessment period indicates that
'

the newer submittals typically require less staff interaction to resolve
'

technical issues and also typically contain more thorough references to updated
; safety analysis report (USAR), technical specifications, or other pertinent

documentation than earlier submittals did. The submittals were generi,11y
complete and concise, but did not always document compensatory measures or
commitments very well . While generally improved, there were some instances
where licensing submittal-technical content was inadequate. An example of thisa

was an emergency change to the technical specif futions which recuired several.

i conference calls to resolve technical issues.
!

The 10 CFR 59.59 reviews performed in conjunction with design modifications;
2 were adequate in most cases. Decisions were usually conservative, sound, and
j demonstrated a good technical understanding of the safety issues.

During discussions with the licensee, it was apparent that communication
between depaM 'ents, while showing progress, still needed improvement. For
examph . better communications would have helped preclude both the instance,

where core thermal limits were exceeded and the poor radiation protection
interdepartmental work coordination.,

I The caliber of quality usurance-(QA) audits of operational events bas
j continued to improve. Audits were performance based and effective at defining _
i the scope of known problems and in follow up of previously identified issues.

However, audits were not as effective in identifying new problems or forcing.

resolution of long standing equipment problems. An example of this was the
annual fire protection audits, which had recommended the same corrective
actions for the fire pump diesels for 4 years,- but did not aggressively track *

i resolution of this issue. The licensee subsequently revised its audit program"

to formally track repeat audit recommendations under the condition report
i process and focus on ensuring that the proposed corrective actions will prevent-
| recurrence of the adverse condition.

The number of licensee event reports (LERs) due to personnel error declined
j sharply. The quality of LERs was generally good and root cause ano corrective

evaluations were thorough. However, the threshold for performing root cause
anzlyses of equipment-related problems was sometimes too nigh. _Use of hun:an;

performance enhancement system (HPES) evaluations has increased and improved.
; The HPES evaluations were used for all reactor : crams and. engineered safety
i~ feature actuations, writing LERs,- and frequently when the problems involved

personnel actions.-

i

Staffing levels rema:ned good. The QA organization augmented Its staff with
experienced personnel from other organizations. This has resulted in improved
surveillance and operations monitoring. The training program has been generally

9
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ef fective with only minor concerns with training of contract eroployees during,.

the recent refueling outage. Efforts at incorporating worker comments into
procedures were successful and the backlog of procedure changes has been
reduced substantially.

2. Performance Rating

Performance is rated Category 2 in this area. Performance was rated Category 2
during the previous assessment period.

IV. SUPPORTING DATA AND SUMMARIES

The unit was shutdown for refueling outages at both the beginning and end of
the assessment period.

A. Major Licensee Activities

1. On March 9, 1991, the generator was synchronized to the grid ending the
second refueling outage,

2. On November 16, 1991, the plant was manually tripped during a planned
maintenance activity due to a loss of main condenser vacuum. The outage
lasted th-ee days.

3. On December 22, 1991, the plant was manually tripped due to a
malfunctioning reactor recirculation sy: ten flow control valve.
The outage lasted four days.

4. On January 4, 1992, the plant automatically tripped due to an-internal
electrical fault in the "B" phase of the main generator output
transformers. The outage lasted 11 days.

5. On February 27, 1992, the plant automatically tripped on low reactor water
level during a feed water flow transient. lhe unit was taken to cold- *
shutdown in preparation for the third refueling outage which started on
March 1, 1992.

B. Inspection Activitig

The inspection-reports discussed in this SALP are listed below.

Docket No. 50-461
Inspection Reports No. 91002

91004 through 91026
92002 through 92008

;
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Significant inspection reports are listed below.
_,

,

1. From March 11 to March 22, 1991, a spacial operations team inspection
was conducted to review the emergency operating procedures.
(Inspection Report ha. 461/91006)

2. From June 2 to June 7,1991, a special radiation protection team
assessment was conducted to review the ALARA program. (Inspection
Report No. 461/91011)

3. From July 29 to August 1, 1991, a special safety inspection was
conducted to review contamination control practices. (Inspection
Report No. 461/91017)

4. From October 7 to October 11, 1991, a special engineering team
inspection was conducted on the motor operated valve program.
(Inspection Report N0. 461/91019)

5, From March 16 to April 3, 1992, an engineering team inspection was
conducted to review design changes, modifications, and engineering
support. _(Inspection Report No. 461/92005)

.

@
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